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At the April meeting on March 30...

Webcam
Astrophotography
Robert Reeves
Robert Reeves wrote the book on Webcam
Astrophotography... literally!! His book
Introduction to Webcam Astrophotography is
a best seller among
astrophotographers.
Robert will convince
you that a simple
webcam can take
stunning astro-photos
and he'll show you
some of his work.
Robert gave a well
attended talk on this
subject at the Texas
Star Party and wowed
the attendees with
the work he has done
with a simple webcam
attached to his telescope. Check his web site for
more information:
www.robertreeves.com
Don't miss this meeting!!!
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Schedule of meeting activities:
All meetings are at the University of Houston Science and
Research building. See the inside back cover for a map to
the location.
Novice meeting: . ............................. 7:00 p.m.
Bill Leach, "Herbig - Haro Objects"
Site orientation meeting: . ................ 7:00 p.m.
Classroom 121
General meeting: ............................. 8:00 p.m.
Room 117

See last page for a map
and more information.
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Check the web site:

Calendar:
Date Time

Event

www.astronomyhouston.org
Webmaster: Kay McCallum
KayMcCallum@MccLibrary.net
Photo by Scott Mitchell

The Houston Astronomical Society Web
page has information on the society, its
resources, and meeting information.

April
2
12:15 p.m.
2
12:15 p.m.
4
12:00 p.m.
10
1:04 p.m.
14
7:30 p.m.
			
17
6:36 a.m.
22		
24
1:35 a.m.
			

Want your astronomy work and name on
the Internet for the whole world to see?
Have some neat equipment? Pictures in film,
CCD, hand drawings or video format are all
welcome on the page. Do you have an idea
to improve the page? I’m listening. Send me
Email at KayMcCallum@MccLibrary.net.

Full Moon
Full Moon
Comet 96P Machholz 1 at perihelion
Last Quarter Moon
HAS 2007 Banquet, Hilton Houston Southwest
Prime Night, Columbus Observing Site
New Moon
Lyrid Meteors Peak
First Quarter Moon
Pi Puppid Meteors Peak

May
2
5:10 a.m.
4
8:00 p.m.
6		
9
11:27 p.m.
12		
13		
			
16
2:28 p.m.
20		
23
4:02 p.m.
31
7:30 p.m.

Full Moon
HAS General Meeting, U of H
Eta Aquarid Meteors Peak
Last Quarter Moon
Prime Night, Columbus Observing Site
Texas Star Party Begins,
Prude Ranch, Ft. Davis, TX
New Moon
Texas Star Party Ends
First Quarter Moon
HAS Board Meeting

Send calendar events to Doug McCormick
- skygazer10@sbcglobal.net
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Observations... of the editor
by Bill Pellerin, GuideStar Editor

I've been away -- to Australia, in fact!!
I got back from Australia last night (March 25), and I've had a lot
to do. Unpacking; going through almost two weeks of mail; checking
email; catching up on work projects, etc.
My wife, Lori, and I spent a week in Coonabarabran, Australia with
a group of Texas astronomers, led by Anne Adkins of Austin. We
were met there by a group of Aussies who worked very hard to see to
it that we had a
great experience.
They provided
their own telescopes and set up
others that were
provided by the
3 Rivers Foundation (www.3rf.org)
for our observing.
It was fabulous!!
While we were
there we saw
Anne Adkins and Mark Lyon at the
objects in the
Woop Woop Cafe in Coonabarabran,
southern sky that
Australia
aren't visible from
Texas. I concentrated on those objects that are between -50 degrees and the south
pole and on those that were better placed for observing than they are
in Texas. And what a wonderful array of objects!!
Omega Centauri -- the most amazing globular cluster in the sky
(someone, in the dark, said that it's a galaxy). Sure, you can see
Omega from the TSP, but you've never seen it high in the sky from
Texas. Absolutely mind-boggling.
47 Tuc -- another globular that many of the Aussies prefer to Omega
Cen. It is smaller, but shows a more gradual brightening toward the
center. It almost looks three-dimensional and shows a roundishness
that must be seen to be appreciated. It's near the Small Magellanic
Cloud
Tarantula -- The Tarantula nebula in the Large Magellanic Cloud is
an outstanding emission nebula with plenty of detail that would take
hours and hours of observation to fully appreciate.
Eta Carina - a very high luminosity star surrounded by the Homunculus nebula, a dumbell shaped cloud of debris. You've seen pictures
of this from the Hubble Space Telescope, and I wasn't expecting to
see the two gas balls surrounding the star, but I COULD!! Absolutely
stunning!

Southern Cross -- The Southern Cross
(Crux) is quite visible from Coona and a
beautiful, but small constellation with
superb double stars.
The Jewel Box -- Clearly the most beautiful cluster I've ever seen with bright and
colorful stars. It's easy to see how it got its
name. A must-see object.
The Coal Sack -- a very large, naked eye
dark nebula near the Southern Cross. Very
easy to see and a stand-out object.
There was a trip to the Australian Radio
Observatory in Narrabri. The observing is
done with 6 radio dishes of 22 m each.
We also made a trip to
the Siding Springs
Observatory, (also
known as the AngloAustralian Observatory) near our location
and were given a tour
by the director, Fred
Watkins. We also met
Rob McNaught (of
Comet McNaught) and
saw the telescope he
used for the discovery. His job at the observatory is tracking
asteroids, and the
comet showed up in
one of his images.

A dome at Siding
Springs Observatory

It's a very interesting site, but the
whole place is run
on a shoestring budget. It's unfortunate
that there isn't more
money for science
these days.

The telescope that Rob McNaught uses
Continued...
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for his asteroid
searches looks like
a museum piece,
but it's still in use.
The week ended
(on Thursday
evening) with a
farewell cookout generously
provided by our
Australian hosts
Telescope at Siding Springs
and the 3 River
Foundation. Lachlan MacDonald
did the cooking of sausages and kangaroo (yes!) meat. For
the record, the kangaroo meat tasted like beef with a bit of
a wild flavor.
Some of the
group members said that
the kangaroo
meat tasted
a bit like beef
liver.
On our way
back home
we spent a
couple of days
Rob McNaught showed us his telescope.
in Sydney. It's
a great place
to visit with
outstanding restaurants and lots to see and do. Our stay
was not nearly long enough to do justice to the place. We
managed to scratch the surface and saw the Opera House
and the Sydney Observatory.

Lachlan at the grill

The Sydney observatory seems
modeled on
the Greenwich
observatory in
London. Clearly
there's not much
opportunity for
observing in
a big city like
Sydney, but the
site remains as
a tourist attraction.
If going to Aus-

tralia interests you, and
you're coming
to this year's
Texas Star
Party you
need to know
three things:
1) Alan Dyer,
who writes
for Sky and
Telescope
magazine will
give a presentation on
southern sky
observing, 2)
Lori and Bill with the Sydney
Anne Adkins
Opera House in the background.
will be at
TSP, and can
provide you with more information on next year's
trip, and 3) some of our new Australian friends will
be at the Texas Star Party. Alan gave us a preview
of the presentation while we were in Australia.
If you are considering going, keep in mind that
getting to
Australia takes
about 24
hours of
travel
time from
Houston
and once
you're
there it's
several
hours by
train and
car to
the observing site. It all gets expensive, so plan to
spend some extra time touring the country.
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Just Looking

A GuideStar Interview by Clayton L. Jeter

Dennis Webb - Author, Observer, Artist
Meet Dennis Webb. I’ve know this amateur for well over a decade

and am still in awe at how fast he worked his way from novice to experienced observer. Through the years, it’s always been a pleasure to be on
the upper observing field at TSP being in the presence of Dennis. He is
a dedicated observer behind the
eyepiece with a very keen eye.
If you love good “dry” humor
like me, you’ll love to listen to
his humorous stories. I can’t
think of anyone on the observing
field that keeps me in stitches like
this guy. He always adds so much
fun to my astronomy.

Dennis Webb

Dennis has recently co-authored
along with Jeff Kanipe, a gorgeous 385 page book entitled,
The Arp Atlas of Peculiar Galaxies – A Chronicle and Observer’s
Guide that is a must have. If you
would love to hunt and record
some really bizarre looking fuzzies, I highly recommend that you
get your hands on this informative book.

Dennis Webb is the project manager of the Mission Operations Project
for the Constellation Program at NASA, which will take Americans back
to the moon.
As you read about Dennis Webb in this interview, you’ll understand just
how much he loves astronomy. It’s quite obvious. Here’s Dennis…
Clayton: What first sparked your interest into astronomy and
when?
Dennis: I was always interested in astronomy as a kid, but
never broke over into actual observation. I had a cardboard
Gilbert telescope but, without a finder and a teacher, it
gathered dust in the closet. When I was a kid, we moved
around a lot and we lived in tiny towns with what must
have been really dark skies. Funny thing – I was nearsighted but we did not discover this until I was in high school – I
think I might have been more interested if I could have seen
how amazing the naked-eye sky really is. Anyway, I finally
got around to astronomy in 1989 when we bought a new/old
house with a hot tub in the backyard. It was the first time I
had spent any time outdoors in the night and I realized that

I did not know the constellations, so I got a
book and started studying. From that, I was
started down the path…
Clayton: Do you think that by becoming involved in astronomy, it has somehow
changed your views about living here on this
tiny blue planet?
Dennis: Oh, yeah. The personal experience of
knowing we are on a planet, orbiting the sun
in a galaxy among galaxies became real. We
all know this from school, but seeing the sky
change with time, getting to know the Milky
Way, and seeing stuff for yourself makes it
real. The Copernican revolution of us no
longer being at the center of the universe
can happen in your own head as an observer.
However, instead of us becoming somehow
smaller and less important – this knowledge
of the expanding scope of the universe and
the truths of its structure – it enlarges our
thoughts and spirit. Our home in the universe just gets larger; its rooms become more
numerous and interesting. What a great
time and place to be!
Clayton: Your new book concerning Arp galaxies is wonderful and a long over due. I now
understand after reading my copy, that
Halton Arp’s astronomical views are very
controversial. Do you think that the professional astronomy community will judge this
book harshly?
Dennis: Thanks for the kind remarks. As
an amateur observer, I get to choose
what I study and how to study, so I am
not really worried. Our book is about
the 1966 Atlas of Peculiar Galaxies,
which, by itself, is a landmark in our
understanding of the universe, and a
beautiful work of visual art. We think
we have provided a great story of Dr.
Arp’s curious journey and we provide
Continued ...
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a rich reference for observers seeking to study the
Atlas objects. We do explore Dr. Arp’s controversial
work, in the context of the Atlas objects, and there
are indeed people who think we should not be publishing information about Arp’s heresies. The book
provides facts and reports things people have said
and done. There are many pros who do admire Arp’s
work, without accepting all of his interpretations of
baffling observations.
Clayton: What minimum telescope diameter do you recommend for visually hunting and recording all of the 338 Arp
galaxies?
Dennis: Tough question. Dave Tosteson (who contributed his visual observations to the book) has observed
them all and his largest aperture is 25 inches (he has
since upgraded to a bigger scope); Barbara Wilson
has observed them all with her 20. Some of their
observations are limited to “seen,” generally 18th magnitude galaxies. We tried to better some of these but
the most I could get from my 17-inch Dob and aging
eyes is “maybe seen.” Given skill, persistence, and
good sky, I think a skilled observer could probably
detect that there is a galaxy in all 338 with a 12-16
inch telescope, but that misses the point of the Atlas. Arp selected the objects for their peculiarity and
some of the peculiarity is much fainter than the galaxy core. When the Astronomical League established
the Arp Peculiar Galaxy Club, the very wise John
Wagoner gently suggested that we limit the qualification to 100 observations, with the goal that a 10-inch
scope could visually present detectable galaxies and
see peculiarity in the brighter ones. On the other
hand, our book presents a list of 21 Arps where a 68-inch scope can present visually some aspect of the
peculiarity. The AL program was established in part
to provide a challenge to CCD imagers as well and all
are accessible to small aperture imaging systems, and
modest cameras. Book contributor Dick Miller has
recently imaged the last of all 338 Arps using scopes
10-inches or smaller and a range of inexpensive CCD
cameras and he is still mining peculiarity from his
deep data. Check out his harvest at 338arps.com.
Clayton: Do you have a favorite Arp galaxy that you love to
observe? What’s so intriguing about this object for you?
Dennis: Oh, I have feared this question! They are all wonderful (CCD-wise)! Visually, I will claim two of the Arps
as personal favorites, from two very special nights at the
Johnson Space Center Astronomical Society’s twice-a-year
gathering at Fort McKavett State Historical Site. First was
a wonderful night with Arp 244, NGC 4038 and 4039, the
Antennae – sky was great, one of the first observing sessions with my 17.5-inch Dob, collimation was perfect, and I
saw the loop of knots in the disturbed galaxies. On a later

trip, when we were filling in gaps on the visual observations for the book, several of us
observed Arp 157, NCG 520. Chuck Shaw,
Al Kelly, Dick Miller and I took turns at my
eyepiece. Over the 12 years of my interest
in the Arps, I had studied this enigmatic
object, and to see the brighter features for
myself was magic.
Clayton: Where is most of your observing performed?
Dennis: It has varied over time. The last few
years, most of my observing has been at
the annual Texas Star Party; the last three
years, most of my astronomical energy has
gone into the book. From 1997-2004, I was
imaging a lot from my suburban Houston
back yard, perfecting the imaging craft and
acquiring many of my 100 Arp images. I
was surprised how much of the faint Arp
peculiarity can be gathered by CCD imaging
through suburban sky glow – not the best
data but good, usable data. Now that the
book is done, I hope to get back to regular
observing. Last year at TSP, I exclusively
observed visually, and I think I have a few
years of visual observing ahead of me – really nice not to be struggling with the complication of computers and cable connectors
in the dark with dust. In my early years, I
spent a lot of nights at Al Kelly’s observatory near West Columbia, TX – very special
place for me.
Clayton: Now that you have completed your
book on the Arp’s…. what’s next?
Dennis: Well first, is catching up on normal
life things that were put aside during work
on the book – deferred maintenance on the
house and sleep – the book was effectively
a second job and was a lot more work than
I originally thought. Mrs. Webb finally put
her foot down and I had to stop working
until 3:00AM on weeknights. I have several
more books in me, although I will probably
wait a while before starting the next one.
The Arp book has generated some demand
for us authors; coauthor Jeff Kanipe and I
are scheduled to speak at NEAF and the
Continued ...
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Enchanted Skies Star Party this year. I have been out
hawking the book in the Houston area and hope to visit astronomy clubs in Texas and Louisiana over the next couple
years. I have been assembling parts to “Bartelize” my
17.5-inch dob (computer control), but I may just improve
its simple equatorial drive so I do not have to grovel on
the ground to rewind the drive; after several years of CCD
imaging, it is great to be using simple equipment. My wife,
Ann, and I have been taking mixed media art workshops
once or twice a year, and we have one planned this fall. I
am also intrigued by some of Dr. Arp’s very challenging
later work and am considering using the skills I developed
on the Arp book to present this startling recent proposal to
observers.
Clayton: I know for a fact, that amusing things sometimes
happen while in the field observing. Can you share a funny
experience with us about any of your adventures or misadventures from the past?
Dennis: Oh, several. My one attempt at an asteroid occultation – long story but the essence was an encounter with law
enforcement, one vehicle in the ditch requiring AAA and
completely clouded out event, which ended up shifted to the
north and we would not have seen anything. Another – the
Texas Star Party where I used my Cookbook 245 camera
for the last time. This camera uses a water cooling system
which I had engineered into a bucket that you could sit on
at the computer. Marvelous design, but one night I got a
little off balance and fell backward off the bucket; remarkable geometry had it dump a gallon of water onto my butt.
It was a cold night but everything was working well and I
just toughed it out – the water did start out warm... One
more – after a long night of successful observing at TSP, I
was the last guy in. I sat in front of the bunkhouse with
a nightcap watching the moon rise. A kitty walked by me
and rubbed up against me. How nice, a friendly kitty on
the Prude Ranch… wait a minute… that kitty has little
bitty short legs and a huge fluffy tail – I had received an
affectionate rub from a skunk!
Clayton: Do you have an amateur observing mentor?
Dennis: I have to say my mentors are the experienced observers of the Johnson Space Center Astronomical Society,
notably Al Kelly, Chuck Shaw, Don Halter, and my longtime observing companion, Dick Miller. Al got me into this
in 1989 by inviting me out to his observatory and he has
been a fount of wise counsel and encouragement. Chuck
and Don guided me through telescope building and Dick
has been my model of disciplined observing and good cheer.
There are lots more – I have been lucky to have this community.
Clayton: I know you’re excited about Americans going back to
the moon. How difficult of a task is this going to be?
Dennis: It ought to be easy because we are technologically

40 years smarter than when we went the
first time; the folks who were designing and
building the Apollo systems had immense
gaps in what they knew and had to be very
smart to analyze what might be going on.
We now have rich knowledge and better tools
from flying in space since then. It may be
harder because doing stuff in government is
harder than it used to be. I am hopeful and
putting my shoulder to the wheel.
Clayton: Do you have any helpful advice to pass
on to observers just starting out in astronomy?
Dennis: Find an agreeable group of observing
friends, at least one of whom has a little
experience. Observe a lot because it is a skill
thing that improves every night you are out
under the night sky. Keep a log and make
sketches – even the simplest scribbles and
fragments of sentences are a remarkable
record and are worthy of study at home (as
well as stirring the memory of a wonderful
night years later – it happens every time I
go back in the logs). Don’t get discouraged
while you are still learning your skills; if
you get frustrated, ask for help and comfort.
Study things that catch your interest – it is
remarkable to see something in the eyepiece
that you read about back at home. If you get
bored or frustrated with what you are doing,
go observe something else – it is a really big
universe and this is not a job.
Clayton: Thanks Dennis for taking the time to
share your interest and thoughts with us for
our monthly HAS newsletter, “The Guide
Star”. We wish you luck with all of your astronomy interests. Thanks too for your new
book. Please come see our society more often;
we love your humor. Clear skies, always.
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Shallow Sky Object of the Month

Chi Cyg
by Bill Pellerin, GuideStar Editor
Object: Chi Cyg
Class: Star
Magnitude: 3.5 to 14
R.A.: 19h 50m 34s
Dec: 32 degrees 54 minutes 51 seconds
Distance: 300 ly
Constellation: Cygnus
Optics needed: Small telescope

Cygnus and the
location of Chi
Cyg

You'll also need a good star chart to find this one in a
very busy star field.

Why this object is interesting.
The constellation Cygnus now rises late in the evening, but
as we move toward summer it will initiate its nightly visit
earlier and earlier. The long axis of Cygnus sits along the
Milky Way and is a lovely site on dark summer nights.

Chi Cyg

Chi Cyg is a Mira (huge, near the end of its life) variable
star which someday will spew out a planetary nebula
for future astronomers to enjoy. The star varies from
magnitude 3.5 (naked eye) to magnitude 14 (larger
telescope). We all know of the main classes of stars (O,
B, A, F, G, K, and M), but Chi Cyg is a class S star. These
designations are based on the color of the star, and this can
be determined by taking and analyzing the spectrum of the
star. Chi Cyg is one of the few stars that shows absorption
of light by zirconium oxide. Given the right circumstances
oxygen atoms can bind with zirconium atoms producing
the zirconium oxide. This process leads to material in the
universe that makes the zirconium (diamond-like) jewels
possible.
There's evidence that the star is also producing some
additional heavy elements that may one day serve other
civilizations (on other planets) just as older examples of this
class of stars have lived out their lives and have provided
materials that now serve us.

One Degree field (circle)
around Chi Cyg

Chi Cyg is now near minimum brightness (see www.aavso.
org for data), so seeing it will represent a bit of a challenge.
The period of variability for this star is just over 1 year.
Information for this article is from the book "The Hundred
Greatest Stars" by James B. Kaler, published by
Copernicus Books.
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How can I learn more about the
Astronomical League?
Amateur astronomers from across the country benefit from perusing the many pages of the Astronomical League’s website, www.astroleague.org. Naturally, this is the place to go if you’re looking for information about upcoming events and
League news. But there is so much more...
Want to learn all about one of the great League observing programs? Go to www.astroleague.org/observing.html.
Do you know of a worthy candidate for one of the many League awards? Look at http://www.astroleague.org/al/awards/
awards.html.
Are you interested in buying a particular book about our fascinating hobby? Then go to www.astroleague.org/al/bookserv/bookserv.html.
There is even something to help your club function better. Try www.astroleague.org/al/socaids/socaidid.html
Make the most of your Astronomical League membership! To find out more about what the Astronomical League
offers you, why not log on to www.astroleague.org today?

Membership Renewals...
Your membership is renewable on January 1 of each year.
Total yearly dues are $36.
If you paid your dues any time in 2006, your payment for 2007 is due as of January 1, 2007.
Magazine subscriptions can be renewed at any time and the renewal does not need to be synchronized with your
HAS dues.
Membership in the Houston Astronomical Society is one of the great bargains in Astronomy.For a regular
membership of $36 you get the opportunity to support an active and growing organization, you get the monthly
GuideStar newsletter, and you get access to the outstanding H.A.S. observing site near Columbus, Texas. (You
must attend an orientation, given monthly, to use the site.) And, after two months of membership you can borrow,
at no charge, one of the Society's loaner telescopes. It's the best deal in town, we think. Please renew your
membership when it expires.
Encourage other astronomy enthusiasts to join the organization as well. It's a great group.
Thanks!
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 Want Ads 
For Sale: Celestron Starhopper, 8" Dobsonian Telescope
$250.00, Kerry Warner, 713 784 7673
Celestron C8 Telescope - $350.00
Approximately 25 years old. Telescope/optics in good shape.
With tripod and mount. Tripod somewhat pitted with corrosion. With 4 eyepieces: Meade OR 10.5mm, Celestron 32mm
Ocular Erfle, Celestron K 25mm, Celestron K 40mm. Also
other items as shown in pictures including 2x Barlow. Please
contact Ed Norbery at edward.f.norbery@exxonmobil.com or
713-201-1945.
For Sale: 17.5" Newtonian
Perfect for imaging or visual star parties. 17.5” f4.5 Newtonian telescope with highly accurate microprocessor-controlled, stepper-based alt-az drive system with focal plane
rotator. Designed and built by Andy Saulietis and the owner.
Accepts ST4-compatible inputs for autoguiding. Mechanical
and calibration work done by the owner to optimize system
accuracy for autoguided CCD imaging. Original 1981 Coulter
mirror refigured to smooth 1/8th-wave surface by Sky Optrical
in late 80’s. Primary and secondary recoated with enhanced
coatings group by PAP in early 90’s. Optics in excellent condition. 80mm f5 finder. Breaks down to numerous major pieces
for transport. With modest effort, can be a traveling scope,
but better as a semi-permanent observatory. See my website
for many images made with this system over the last decade.
Price negotiable. For pickup/delivery, maybe can meet you
halfway.
Call 281-482-5190 or E-mail Al Kelly.
For Sale: Celestron Nexstar 8
Like New Condition...Celestron Nexstar 8, Used only 2 times
in back yard. Some extras include Solor filter, 1 1/4” star
diagonal, 40 mm multi-coated nexstar plossel, 8-24 mm Z00
eyepiece, variable polarizing filter, 2X multicoated Barlow. $
850.00 Jack DeNina, Willis,Texas 936-856-0704, jjack9485@
cs.com

Publicity Suggestion Box
I welcome any suggestions that any member has
to offer. It doesn’t matter how trivial you think
your idea may be. All input will be reviewed and
welcomed.
Let’s grow.
Please drop me a note at the following address.
itjdm0@yahoo.com
John Missavage- HAS Publicity Chair

Remember -All HAS memberships are due for
renewal in January. Pay your 2007
dues now!! Our membership year now
corresponds to the calendar year.
Mail your dues to the address on the
last page of this GuideStar or bring
your payment to the meeting.

For Sale: Celestron Sky Master binoculars
11 X 80 Astronomical Binocular with original carrying case.
Celestron Photographic Tripod (crank up) in original box. Both
items purchased new and gently used a few times. $250 or
best offer. George Sellnau
713-978-7774, gsellnau@aol.com

Email your ads to Kay McCallum, our Webmaster, at
KayMcCallum@MccLibrary.net
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Rocky Mountain State Stare
Rocky Mountain Star Stare (RMSS) is not your typical star party. It's laid
back. It's family oriented. It's in the heart of the Rocky Mountains, just 65
miles west of Colorado Springs. You don't camp on top of your neighbor.
You can set up outside of your tent or RV. You have great trout fishing just a
short drive away. You have turn of the century towns just a short drive away.
There is white water rafting, nature hiking, and horseback riding just a short
drive away.
But best of all there's a universe of stars, galaxies, nebulae, and clusters
just above the horizon in every direction. Whether you are looking through a
20 inch Dob or a pair of binoculars there's more to see in a night than most
people get to see in a month and some see in a lifetime.
Introduce your family to the wonders of the Colorado Rockies and the awesome spectacle of dark skies. Who knows, you might make a scientist out of
one of your kids yet. And even if you don't it will be an unforgettable family
experience.

For more information regarding RMSS, groups,
or other items pertaining to RMSS, please email
me directly at chairman@rmss.org <mailto:chairman@rmss.org>. I will be more than happy to
assist.
Thank you for your time & clear skies,
Al Schlafli
RMSS 2007 Chairman
The Rocky Mountain Star S tare (RMSS) is an
annual star party sponsored by the Colorado
Springs Astronomical Society <http://www.csastro.org>. The RMSS Committee reserves all rights
to make sudden and/or last minute changes to
this website. RMSS, the Best Star Party in the
Nation! <http://www.rmss.org>

Join us for our 21st Anniversary celebrating the night sky. This year's event is
held from June 14th - 17th and early-registration is currently open. Information on RMSS and online registration can be found at http://www.rmss.org.

Sidewalk Astronomers - Outreach Opportunity
Hello!
I'm Katy Haugland, Vice President of the Sidewalk Astronomers and I'm writing to inform you of an upcoming astronomical
outreach opportunity. Many of you are familiar with the concept
of sidewalk astronomy, started by John Dobson back in the 60's.
We are taking his vision a step further by organizing one night
(May 19) in which all amateurs around the world can set up
their telescopes in public locations and offer free views of the
night sky to the general public.
The idea here is not to set up at an observatory, but instead to
set up at a mall, restaurant, or other public place. We want to
expose people who have never even thought of looking through a
telescope before to the wonders of the night sky. Yes, there will
be light pollution, but all you really need to look at is the Moon
and Saturn. Almost everyone you show will have never seen
them up close through a telescope before and many people will
be profoundly impacted by it.

be (if known) and after the fact, approximately
how many people looked through the telescopes.
We're hoping many amateurs will try and like
this different approach to astronomy outreach
and will continue to hold sidewalk observing
sessions throughout the year.
For more information, you can either e-mail me
at katy.haugland@gmail.com or go to our website www.sidewalkastronomers.us. A link to
our special International Sidewalk Astronomy
Night website can be found on the homepage. I
hope you can participate.
Happy stargazing,
Katy Haugland
Vice President
Sidewalk Astronomers

Please join for this exciting new event, and let us know what
you'll be doing as well. Our goal is to get 1000 telescopes set up
worldwide, and if each telescope operator lets 100 people look
through their telescope, that will be 100,000 people who have
gotten their first up close look at the rest of the universe. We
would appreciate it if you could let us know in advance if and
how many people will be participating, what their location will
GuideStar, Page 12

Minutes
of the March, 2007 Meeting of the

Houston Astronomical Society
The March, 2007 meeting of the Houston Astronomical Society was
called to order on March 2nd at 8:01 p.m. by HAS President, Bill
Leach.

from other area clubs are invited. Included are a laser
light tour of constellations at dusk and a scope tour
from observatory. The activities end with the moonrise at 12:45 a.m. There will be a light window at 10
p.m. for those wishing to leave early. George anticipates holding three more observing field trips this
year.

General Announcements:
•

Bill Leach welcomed everyone to the meeting and previewed the
speakers for the evening.

Announcements:
•

Tom Williams gave an excellent report detailing a letter from an
optical technician at MIT’s Lincoln Observatory complementing
the Large Portable Reflector built in years past by several HAS
members.

•

Bill Leach welcomed Howard Leverenz back to the society after
a year’s absence.

•

Judy Dye announced that the 2007 HAS banquet is scheduled
for April 14th at the Hilton Houston Southwest. The speaker
will be Dr. Mary Kay Hemenway speaking on the life of Galileo.
Registration is ongoing and registration forms and instructions
are in the GuideStar and up on the HAS website at http://www.
astronomyhouston.org .

•

Bram Weisman detailed the HAS Telescope Loaner Program.
Loaner Telescopes are available to anyone who has been an
HAS member for at least two months. More details about the
program and the telescopes available for loan are available on
the HAS website.

•

Bram also announced that all members had nametags in the box
located outside the door of the meeting room.

•

Bill Leach announced the April meeting has been moved to
March 30th due to Good Friday. The speaker will be Robert
Reeves on Webcam Astrophotography.

•

Bill announced that the next Board Meeting will be held March
29th at the Houston Chronicle building.

•

Bob Rogers and Steve Goldberg gave a brief history of the HAS
Website and announced that we have a new Webmaster, Kay
McCallum. Kay briefly addressed the membership requesting
ideas for the website.

•

Richard Nugent solicited volunteers to judge projects in astronomy at the 48th Annual Science and Engineering Fair, Friday,
March 23rd. Interested parties should contact Richard via his
email address on HAS website.

•

George Stradley announced our first observing field trip at the
Columbus Observing site, scheduled for March 10th. Members

•

Don Pearce spoke about the March 3rd lunar eclipse,
and Barbara Wilson requested volunteers at the
George for the event.

•

Don Pearce gave the Comet Report highlighting
C/2006 P1 McNaught, now fading, 2P/ Encke, and 96
P/ Machholz. For information on these comets and
other comets of interest, see Don’s Comet Corner on
the HAS website.

•

Steve Goldberg announced he had several astronomy
books at the meeting from the library of the late Jack
Kotter. These books were available to members in
exchange for a donation to society

Program
Steve Goldberg introduced the featured speakers for
the evening, Dr. Reggie Dufour of Rice University, who
presented his presentation, NASA’s Great Observatories,
and graduate student researcher, Mr. Greg Brunner, who
delivered his presentation, Exploring Galaxies in the Infrared Using the Spitzer Space Telescope. Upon completion
of their presentations, Reggie and Greg answered questions and were presented with gifts of appreciation from
the society.
Closing Announcements
•

Bill Leach announced that this is the 52nd year of the
society and invited everyone back to the next meeting
on March 30th.

•

Bill pronounced the meeting adjourned at 9:32 p.m.
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HAS 2007 BANQUET
AT

Hilton Houston Southwest
6780 Southwest Freeway
Monterrey Room
April 14, 2007

Speaker: Dr. Mary Kay Hemenway
The Life of Galileo

AGENDA
		 			

					
			

6:30-7:30		
7:45			
8:30			

Registration & Cash Bar
Meal
Featured Speaker

Dinner
Texas Breast of Chicken with Wild Mushroom Glaze
Chef’s Choice of Vegetables
Garden Salad
Cheesecake with Strawberry

Registration sheets will be at the next meeting.
Price of meals will be $32.00 each. All checks should be made out to:
Houston Astronomical Society

Attn: Judy Ann Dye, Banquet Chairman
12352 Newbrook
Houston TX 77072
281-498-1703
judyadye@aol.com
Committee Chairman: Judy Dye,
Committee Members: Michael Dye, Don Pearce, Laura Overturf, Lee Lankford
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Houston Astronomical Society
Annual Banquet
April 14, 2007

Registration Form
Name:
Address:
City:
State:

__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
_________________ zip:______________

Number of people in your party: ______
Home Phone: _________________
Work Phone: _________________
Club Affiliation: ¨ HAS ¨ FBAC ¨ NHAC ¨ JSCAS ¨ ASSET
Names of other persons in your party:
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
Dinner choices (mark the number of each meal)
Texas Chicken w/mushroom Glaze
Total number of meals:
Total Due: (# of meals x $32.00)

______
______
______

Dinner includes Chef’s choice of vegetable, dessert, coffee or tea,
gratuity, tax
Make checks payable to Houston Astronomical Society.
Mail this form to:
Houston Astronomical Society
Attn: Judy Dye, Banquet Chairman
12352 Newbrook
Houston TX 77072-3910
281-498-1703
judyadye@aol.com
Dress Code: Business Casual to Semi-Formal
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Early Bird Gets the Worm
or "Black Hole Breakfast"
By Dr. Tony Phillips
We all know that birds eat worms. Every day, millions of
birds eat millions of worms. It’s going on all around you! But
how often have you awakened in the morning, stalked out in
the dewy grass, and actually seen a bird having breakfast?
Even though we know it happens all the time, a bird gulping
a worm is a rare sight.
Just like a black hole gulping a star…

In this artist’s concept, a giant black
hole is caught devouring a star that
ventured too close.
all to see.

Every day in the
Universe, millions of
stars fall into millions of black holes.
And that’s bad news
for the stars. Black
holes exert terrible
tides, and stars that
come too close are
literally ripped
apart as they fall
into the gullet of
the monster. A long
burp of X-rays and
ultraviolet radiation
signals the meal for

Yet astronomers rarely catch a black hole in the act. “It’s
like the problem of the bird and the worm,” says astronomer
Christopher Martin of Caltech. “You have to be in the right
place at the right time, looking in the right direction and paying attention.”
A great place to look is deep in the cores of galaxies. Most
galaxies have massive black holes sitting in their pinwheel
centers, with dense swarms of stars all around. An occasional
meal is inevitable.
A group of astronomers led by Suvi Gezari of Caltech recently
surveyed more than 10,000 galactic cores—and they caught
one! In a distant, unnamed elliptical galaxy, a star fell into a
central black hole and “burped” a blast of ultraviolet radiation.
“We detected the blast using the Galaxy Evolution Explorer
(GALEX), an ultraviolet space telescope,” explains Gezari.
Her team reported the observation in the December 2006 issue of The Astrophysical Journal Letters. “Other telescopes
have seen black holes devouring stars before,” she adds, “but
this is the first time we have been able to watch the process

from beginning to end.”
The meal began about two years ago.
After the
initial
blast,
radiation
diminished as the black hole slowly
consumed the star. GALEX has monitored the process throughout. Additional data from the Chandra X-ray Observatory, the Canada-France-Hawaii
Telescope and the Keck Telescope in
Hawaii helped Gezari’s team chronicle
the event in multiple wavelengths
Studying the process in its entirety
“helps us understand how black holes
feed and grow in their host galaxies,”
notes Martin.
One down, millions to go.
"Now that we know we can observe
these events with ultraviolet light,”
says Gezari, “we've got a new tool for
finding more.”
For more on this and other findings
of GALEX, see www.galex.caltech.edu.
For help explaining black holes to
kids, visit The Space Place at spaceplace.nasa.gov.
This article was provided by the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, California
Institute of Technology, under a
contract with the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.
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Dr. Mary Kay Hemenway
...speaker for the HAS Banquet

The banquet for 2007 has been set for April 14th, at the Hilton
Southwest Hotel. Our Speaker, Dr. Mary Kay Hemenway,
is from The University of Texas at Austin , Department of
Astronomy. Her topic will be "The Galilean Scandal", and the
history of his life. It should be an interesting topic, so put this
date on your calendar.
Dr. Hemenway earned her Ph.D. in astronomy at the University of Virginia, and came to The
University of Texas at Austin in 1974. She has been the Department of Astronomy's Director of Educational Services since 1980. She works with the education team of McDonald
Observatory (near Fort Davis, Texas) to prepare and present Teacher Professional Development workshops and to design materials for the Student Field Experience Program. Dr. Hemenway has appeared frequently on PBS’ TV show “NOVA” as an advisor for astronomy and
scientific education.
Dr. Hemenway currently holds the office of Secretary of the Board of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific. She was inducted into the Texas Hall of Fame for Science, Mathematics
and Technology in 2003.
At this time, she carries out federally supported programs with state and local secondary
school science teachers. Always interested in practicing her own teaching skills, she teaches
a variety of Astronomy classes at UT: Introductory Astronomy for non-science majors and
Methods of Astronomy, as well as a freshman seminar on "The Galileo Scandal."
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Observatory Corner
By Bob Rogers, Observatory Chairman

H

ello everyone. I’m glad to report that George
Stradley’s star party at the Columbus site on
March 10th was a great success. We had about 30
guest and members from HAS, FBAC and NHAC
come out and enjoy the viewing. The evening started
out with high clouds to the south that kept moving north and then south and then north during the
first part of the night. Then around 10:00 p.m. the
clouds moved completely north and the rest of the
evening turned out nice. The observatory was open
and staffed with all 3 telescopes up and running
with a lot of visitors coming by and viewing winter
and spring objects. We had one FBAC member join
that afternoon and took the site orientation class out
there. Welcome Robert Real to HAS. Overall, it was
a great success for George and I’m looking forward
to his next star party. Oh yes, rumor has it that we
might have food at the next one. I’ll keep you posted.
An update on the site facilities, the Observatory
Committee has replaced all the Fire Extinguishers
at the site. The old ones were over 20 years old and
they probably would have been good to beat a fire out
with. Let’s hope that we never have to use the new
ones. Also, on the weekend of March 31st, I plan to
have my Boy Scout Troop at the site. On the agenda

is some north fence repair, clean out the area
where Mike Dye’s trailer use to be, the infamous wheelbarrow races of filling in the low
spots in the road, and to move the bricks that
are next to the Bar-B-Que pit area. If you are
interested in coming out to help with the fence
repair, please contact me by Email – siteworkerbob@hotmail.com . We could use the extra
help and the Boy Scouts will feed you in the
process. These guys know how to cook good
food.
One other special note of interest here, HAS
member Larry Wadle donated to the Observatory Committee $695.00 to go towards a 18’ x
21’ cover for the Bar-B-Que
Pit area. I plan to have this cover installed in
April. On behalf of everyone in HAS, a BIG
Thank You for Larry for his donation.
If you have any suggestions or thoughts for the
site, let me know.
Thanks,

Bob Rogers

Observatory Chairman

Logo Sales
In addition to all the other cool stuff that Judy Dye has available in Logo Sales,
the 2007 "Observer's Guide" is available. This book is a must-have for planning
your observing in 2007, so if you don't have your copy come to the December
meeting, see Judy, and buy one.
All checks should be made out to HAS for the correct amount, and mailed to
Judy Dye, 12352 Newbrook, Houston TX 77072-3910. If there are any questions,
please call. Our phone number is 281-498-1703.

Judy Ann Dye
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Observatory Duty Roster
by Bob Rogers, Observatory Chairman

The site is in great shape thanks to the many, many volunteers who help maintain the site. Bob
Rogers, Mike Edstrom and Ken Carey , and the site teams did a great job.
April Supervisor - Ed Preston - 281-992-8501
Volunteers:
Jim E Anderson
Peyton Barnes, Jr.
Don Bates
John Blubaugh
John Chauvin
Art Ciampi

•

Projects:
Site Cleanup
Weed Eater Control
Field Maintenance

Please volunteer to help us
keep the site in great shape!
Contact Bob Rogers with your
desires and let him know of any
special skills you have that the
club could leverage. Thanks!

May Supervisor - Kirk Kendrick - 281-633-8819
Volunteers:
Brian Cudnik
Gary Delzer
George M.Dolson
Kenneth Drake
Victor Flores
Fred Garcia
Clif Goldman
Kay Sandori
June Supervisor - Jerod Kendrick - 281-633-8819
Volunteers:
Nelson Hagelgans
David L. Herlinger
John Huff
Clayton L Jeter
Stanley G. Jones
Keith A Jurgens
Arnie Kaestner
David Kahlichi

Want new information in the
GuideStar? Write it!!
You, too, can be published here.
•

What are you doing that's new and exciting?

•

What have you read recently (book
report!)?

•

What new and interesting software are
you using?

•

Did you have an observation that was
especially interesting?

•

Any 'lessons learned' from observing
attempts?

•

What are you looking forward to at the
Texas Star Party this year?

Send your materials to Bill Pellerin,
the GuideStar editor at:
BillPellerin@sbcglobal.net
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General Membership Meeting

Downtown

The Houston Astronomical Society holds its regular monthly General
Membership Meeting on the first Friday of each month, unless rescheduled
due to a holiday. Meetings are in Room 117 of the Science and Research
Building at the University of Houston. A Novice Presentation begins at 7:00
p.m.. The short business meeting and featured speaker are scheduled at
8:00 p.m. Also typically included are Committee Reports, Special Interest
Group Reports, current activity announcements, hardware reviews, an
astrophotography slide show by members and other items of interest.
Parking is NOW across from Entrance 14, by the stadium.

P - Free Parking
I-45

Scott

US 59

S&R - Science & Research Building
Cullen

Elgin
Holman
Entrance 14

Board of Directors Meeting

The Board of Directors Meeting is held on dates scheduled by the board at 7:00
p.m. at the University of St. Thomas. Information provided to GuideStar will be
published. The meetings are open to all members of the Society in good standing.
Attendance is encouraged.

S&R

P
Wheeler

Calhoun

GuideStar Information

The H.A.S. GuideStar is published monthly by the Houston Astronomical Society.
All opinions expressed herein are those of the contributor and not necessarily of
Houston Astronomical Society. The monthly Meeting Notice is included herein.
GuideStar is available on the HAS web site to all members of H.A.S., and to
persons iinterested in the organization's activities. Contributions to GuideStar by
members are encouraged. Electronic submission is helpful. Submit the article in
text, MS-Word format via email BillPellerin@sbcglobal.net. Copy must be received
by the 15th of the month for inclusion in the issue to be available near the end of
the same month. Or, bring copy to the General Membership Meeting and give it to
the Editor, or phone to make special arrangements.

Houston Astronomical Society
Meeting

April Meeting on March 30, 2007
7:00 Novice & Site Orientation

Editing & Production: Bill Pellerin, 713-880-8061; FAX: 713-880-8850;
Email: BillPellerin@sbcglobal.net
Advertising: Advertisers may inquire concerning ad rates and availability of space.

8:00 General Meeting

University of Houston

Houston Astronomical Society
P.O. Box 20332

 Houston, TX 77225-0332

The Houston Astronomical Society welcomes you to our organization. The HAS is a group of
dedicated amateur astronomers, most of whom are observers, but some are armchair astronomers.
The benefits of membership are:








Access to our 18 acre observing site west of Houston -- a great place to observe the
universe!
A telescope loaner program -- borrow a HAS telescope and try observing for yourself!
A monthly novice meeting, site orientation meeting, and general meeting with speakers of
interest.
Opportunities to participate in programs that promote astronomy to the general public (such
as Star Parties at schools)
A yearly banquet with a special guest
A yearly all-clubs meeting for Houston area organizations
Meet other amateurs and share experiences, learn techniques, and swap stories

You're invited to attend our next meeting.
You'll have a great time.

